
This week:  

Happy New Year!

In this week’s issue, we analyse yet another week spent at Bitcoin/Dollar’s midrange.

We also look at Ethereum/Dollar, which has morphed into a failed weekly breakout.

To conclude, we look at some of the stronger-looking altcoins: Cosmos, Harmony, 
and Tezos.

P.S. We skipped looking at alts when they were bottoming, and now shove three coins 
at once after everything has pumped. Amateurs. Nuke it.

 

https://coinmarketcap.com/coins/views/all/
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Dear reader,

Thank you for subscribing to TechnicalRoundup. We are grateful for your readership 
and hope that you stay with us for many future issues.

The premise behind this newsletter is simple: you get all your high time frame charts 
for the most important digital assets in one place. Same place, same time, every 
week.

Whether you are a short-term trader looking for a bias heading into the week, or a 
cautious investor trying to get a sense for this new asset class, we are confident that 
there is something you will find valuable in the coming pages.

We are not a signals service. That much is obvious. What we can offer you, however, 
is something better: a logical framework, a consistent method, and robust analysis. 
Every week.

We are not perfect. We will get things wrong. When we do, you will know because we 
will discuss them thoroughly. If the markets are unclear or uninteresting, we will not 
force out analysis that we do not believe to be compelling. Whilst we can not promise 
perfection, we will do our utmost to be honest and transparent.

Enough text, you must want to see some charts at this point!

We hope you enjoy TechnicalRoundup.

If for any reason you do not, or have feedback for us of any kind, it will be graciously 
received via email at letters@technicalroundup.com.
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1. Bitcoin Spends Another Week at
Midrange

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/j5GMgOQ2/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/lfPutaYK/
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Bitcoin/Dollar has continued to consolidate around the middle of the macro range 
($46000).

That’s mostly it, to be honest.

As we’ve argued ad nauseam, the midrange is by definition the least compelling area 
to harbour high conviction views.

Given the $46000 area was defended once again on Monday evening, we have a low-
medium conviction expectation of a bounce during the course of this week towards 
daily resistance ($48300) but that’s hardly a move worth writing home about.

Things start to look more positive if daily market structure is broken to the upside 
(above $53000). This would also reclaim a lot of the higher time frame trend-
following tools we peek at from time to time (50-weekly, 21-weekly, 200-daily 
moving averages). Or, as Cred likes to call them, MAMs i.e. Moving Average Memes.

The upside to be enjoyed from another week of Bitcoin/Dollar chop would be in 
altcoins, which we’ll discuss shortly. While one can look for a ~5% move in 
Bitcoin/Dollar on the assumption that the range will remain intact, it’s likely that in 
the absence of downside volatility, multiples of that will be available in healthier-
looking altcoins.

If continued consolidation is cope and the market dives again, the logical target for a 
move lower would be sub-$40000, specifically the weekly range low at 
$32000-$38000.

Even if one argues that 2022 will be more muted for Bitcoin/Dollar and the focus will 
be on emerging altcoin sectors, we are hard-pressed to subscribe to the idea that the 
market will chop for a year and never test the bottom of the range.

To summarise, midrange consolidation is still intact. Monday doom got rescued. If it 
sticks, Bitcoin/Dollar towards the $50000 handle is reasonable, but altcoins likely do 
much better. In general, our preference is towards short-term positions only given 
the market is between key levels.



https://blockfolio.com/


2. Ethereum Loses $4000, Doesn’t
Disappear Immediately

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/wBZ4NcQq/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/2BiYyCDm/
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Ethereum/Dollar closed below its $4000 range high.

Purely technically this has now formed into a weekly failed breakout, which is 
bearish.

The nearest high time frame support is the recent higher low around $3050-$3310.

One thing to note is that the failed breakout hasn’t been particularly violent. 
Typically these price structures unwind very quickly as the market exerts pressure 
on the top buyers. Bitcoin/Dollar is a good example of this. Ethereum/Dollar, in 
contrast, has continued to drift (and is currently bouncing) despite following a 
similar pattern.

More colloquially, the fact that the market didn’t completely shit the bed despite 
losing the most important level on the chart might be bullish. In other words, it’s not 
as weak as it should be, so maybe it’s strong.

With that 4-D chess speculation aside, in any case, there isn’t an immediate trade at 
these levels. 

If indeed the lacklustre breakdown is a sign of strength, that will only become 
actionable back above $4000. If bears show up to stuff it down on a retest, there’s no 
clear trade until high time frame support is reached.

To summarise, the loss of $4000 is bearish until proven otherwise. Support is closer 
to $3000. If sellers don’t show up, reclaiming $4000 makes Ethereum/Dollar 
attractive to own once again. Either that, or a do-or-die punt at support. In any case, 
the better trades are a bit higher or much lower from here.



3. Cosmos Near All-Time Highs  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/fYxjuYsI/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/7YMDY3lG/
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It’s still Layer-1 season in altcoin land, and the market is already becoming bored of 
SOL-LUNA-AVAX.

The somewhat new shiny thing is Cosmos (ticker: ATOM).

We could make a fundamental-oriented argument for Cosmos specifically based on 
inter-chain staking, the inter-blockchain communication protocol, and a bunch of 
other stuff that smart people have been writing about.

Realistically, to keep it 100 (as the kids say), it’s an L1 that pumped less than a lot of 
others and Hsaka tweeted it recently.

There’s some real fundamental analysis for you.

As for technicals, BTC and USD pairs are above key resistance levels.

Cosmos looks strong as long as ₿0.00076 in the BTC pair and $28 in the USD pair are 
intact as support.

Bear in mind, we’re not early to this play by any means. It’s more of a narrative-
driven, Bitcoin-isn’t-shitting-the-bed, momentum play.

If it stalls or loses those levels, it’s not worth sticking around for the ride. Red candle 
tolerance is always low on setups like these. It moons, or you’re wrong.



4. Another Hsaka Basket Chart  

https://www.tradingview.com/x/ieksa4zt/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/a4c6ya5v/
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Here’s some lore.

Hsaka (@HsakaTrades) is a dear friend of ours and an excellent trader.

He’s famed for his popularisation of the SOL-LUNA-AVAX trinity, which did 
incredibly well. Man just picked the strongest assets and was longing them on every 
dip at much lower prices. Chad.

This feat has given him infinite clout (rightly so) as well as an army of rich, smart 
people and not so rich, dumb people blindly copy-trading his calls.

Even purely as a self-fulfilling prophecy, given how well SOL-LUNA-AVAX did, it’s 
not unreasonable to argue there’ll be a bid on whatever its progenitor says is the next 
‘big thing’.

Volatility in the majors has been dead and the market has been starving for a 
catalyst. This isn’t a bad one.

A new entrant to the Hsaka basket is Harmony (ticker: ONE).

To be honest, we don’t know one thing about it, but fundamental analysis when 
punting a Hsaka basket momentum trade probably isn’t the right approach anyway.

Same rules as Cosmos are applicable. That is to say, market looks like it’s forming a 
technical breakout on both pairs (360 sats-529 sats on the BTC pair, and roughly 
$0.30 on the USD pair). If it sticks, great. If it falls or flounders, the timing is 
probably off and Hsaka will be buying your liquidation.

As cynical as it may be, the market is always looking for something new and shiny to 
chase. We’re being honest and arguing that the new Hsaka basket is a likely 
benefactor, market conditions permitting.

P.S. There’s a hilarious article about how much the market pumps, volume increases 
etc. after Hsaka tweets. You can read it here.

https://areyawinningson.finance/2022/01/03/Hand-of-Hsaka.html


5. Duck’s Boomer Coin Might
Bounce

 

https://www.tradingview.com/x/aPaCd7fm/

https://www.tradingview.com/x/xE2Xxatt/
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We have a running joke in TechnicalRoundup.

No, it’s not the fact that we’ve spent two years drawing on charts and emailing them 
to you.

Rather, every time DonAlt has proposed an altcoin which Cred didn’t agree with, it 
has proceeded to do really well. Cred vetoing altcoins is the best counter-trade in the 
market.

On this occasion, DonAlt proposed Tezos (ticker: XTZ) and Cred didn’t like it. But 
knowing that he’s a counter-indicator, he agreed to include it.

Maybe there’s some wave-particle duality stuff going on: now that it has been 
included, it’ll shit the bed. Who knows, blame the duck if the whole market crashes.

You know this is a DonAlt special because the core premise is based on the BTC pair. 
2017 called, it wants its charts back.

It’s a bit of a fractal, range low bounce play. Support is at ₿0.000077, resistance is at 
₿0.0001297. If it really gets moving and benefits from the L1 trade narrative, the 
likelihood of a range breakout beyond ₿0.0001297 is likely. 
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